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Dal Sanders is Real… Real Illusions… Real Comedy…
Real Style… Real Fun… Real Magic and Real Exciting.
Do You Believe In Magic?

Dal Sanders’ Close Up
It’s magic that is performed so
close you can actually touch it.
This kind of performance is
great for conventions and trade
shows to attract attention. It is
perfect for cocktail parties,
restaurants, night clubs and
festival entertainment.

...Well you are certain to be a believer
after watching and participating in
The Pure Magic Of Dal Sanders. His
shows are a breathtaking blend of
extraordinary magic, live animals,
gorgeous assistants, unbelievable
illusions hilarious comedy and most
of all fun all set to a fabulous musical
score.

Dal Sanders’ Comedy Magic
This is a 45-60 minute stand up
show that can include audience
participation, magic, comedy,
live animal productions and
loads of laughs. This show was
designed for comedy clubs and
company events.

Dal Sanders has been studying and
performing the art of magic as a full
time professional for over thirty years
and has put his entire heart and soul
into the job. He is a well traveled
entertainer who has performed
across the United States in all 50
states and has been seen in several
foreign countries as well.
In addition to headlining his own
shows, Dal Sanders has shared the
stage with Bill Cosby, The Beach
Boys, Toto, Styx, Huey Lewis and the
News, The Dixie Chicks, Gary Lewis
and The Playboys, Spyro Gyra, The
Grassroots, Foghat, Gabe Kaplan,
Kenny Rogers and Gladys Knight.
Dal Sanders has also performed his
magic on numerous Television
specials, commercials and films.
Whether it is as a magical master of
ceremonies, a feature act or even as a
special headline show, Dal Sanders is
the perfect entertainer for you.

Dal Sanders’ riveting stage presence, combined
with his timely humor and amazing talent has
won him plaudits everywhere he has performed.
He offers a wide variety of magical choices for
your next magical event. He can perform close
up with cards and coins or large illusions on
stage. He is as well versed in comedy magic as he
is in serious dramatic presentations. Whether
your event is for 10 people or 10,000 Dal
Sanders has imaginative and entertaining shows
that are right for you.

The Pure Magic of Dal Sanders
This is a Las Vegas style magical
illusion show that uses one, two
or even three assistants. It
includes live animals, beautiful
women in wonderful costumes
and unusual looking boxes.
There are theatrical skits,
audience participation and lots
of fun. This show is perfect for
product promotions, awards
banquets, as a touring show or
any large event.
Dal Sanders and American
Variety
This is a 90 minute family
theater show that stars Dal
Sanders and features several
variety artists including jugglers,
fire eaters, acrobats and more.
This show includes animals,
comedy, lovely assistants, and
major stage illusions that are
performed with fire and smoke.

30th Anniversary
Expect
rave
reviews
wherever The Pure Magic of Dal Sanders stages its
powerful brand of mystery, comedy and illusion. From the
grandeur of the country’s finest theatres to the largest outdoor venues imaginable,
Dal Sanders has dazzled audiences with his electric and engaging performance of
some of the most striking illusions in magic. It seems almost Impossible, but Dal
Sanders has been entertaining American audiences for more than thirty years. The
energy in the room is amazing as the audience participates and becomes part of the
show.
Dal Sanders has perfected his ability to please the audience with incredible magic,
laughter and fun. Dal's riveting stage presence, combined with his timely humor and
incredible talent has won him plaudits everywhere he has performed. From college
stages to night clubs, from amusement parks to corporate events, from sea to shining
sea in beautiful theatres, Dal Sanders has treated audiences of all ages to imaginative
and entertaining shows that have resulted in his tremendous success.
Family friendly comedy, bold choreography,
captivating music, and Dal’s extraordinary talent
ignite each show with energy and excitement. A rare
mix of polish and down-to-earth appeal, Dal captures
the imagination of children and adults alike. His fresh
approach and unique style is in demand at venues as
diverse as casinos, colleges and conventions, Dal is
garnering acclaim in entertainment circles as the
Finest Family Entertainer in America.
An award winning professional, Dal has been the
featured performer at theaters, resorts and
corporate events across the United States. His
corporate clients include Sherwin-Williams, Hewlett-

Packard, American Airlines, Raytheon, Tandy
Corporation, m&m/Mars, McDonald’s, Panasonic,
U.S. Sprint, Southwest Airlines, IBM, Zales, Avis,
County Seat, Coca-Cola, Procter & Gamble,
Mercedes Benz, Neiman Marcus and more.

The Pure Magic of Dal Sanders also has made frequent guest appearances on
television variety shows and appeared with such celebrities as Bill Cosby, The Beach
Boys, Toto, Styx, Huey Lewis & The News, Kenny Rogers, Gladys Knight, Crystal
Gayle, Trace Adkins, Marty Stewart, Asleep At The Wheel, Foghat, The Grassroots,
Gary Lewis & the Playboys, Gabe Kaplan, Spyro Gyra, and The Dixie Chicks. A
stunning showcase of astounding illusions, The Pure Magic of Dal Sanders is one of
the brightest acts in entertainment today.
From the moment in his childhood when Dal Sanders learned to speak from a
blind speech pathologist, he was destined
to live a magical life. Born with a defect
that resulted in a speech impediment that
could be cured with surgery, Sanders
transcended all obstacles to not only
speak, but to perfect his voice to the point
of being hired as a disc jockey and
spokesperson for commercial products.
Today, his strong, self-confident voice,
void of any impediment, invites magic and
comedy lovers of all ages to experience
his “pure magic” on stages across the
country, from sea to shining sea.
Not content to merely mystify his audiences, Dal Sanders is an entertainer who
combines comedy, audience participation music live animals, juggling and elements
of clowning, as well as magic throughout his shows. He firmly believes that the
audience of today are not content to simply be amazed also want to laugh.
One entertainer who had a big impact on Sanders was Steve Martin, whom he
had the chance to meet at the beginning of his career. “If you want to make people
laugh,” Martin told him, “You’ve got to remember that the classic, simple things are
the funniest. A rubber chicken is funny, it always has been and it always will be.” Dal
Sanders’ act isn’t all laughs and rubber chickens though, there is also the mystery of
the magic and illusion.
Working as a disc jockey who went on
location, broadcasting from various sites and
looking for additional ways to entertain
people, Sanders took up magic. People
seemed to like it and it was not long until
Sanders realized he could make a better
living as a magician that he could as a disc
jockey.
At home in Dallas, Texas, Sanders was
given the honor of being named The Best Of
Dallas in The Dallas Observer. The readers of
this local entertainment newspaper vote for
the best of talents and professions in Dallas.
At this time, Dal Sanders was named the best
magician by a very wide margin and is the
only person to hold this title to this day.
Sanders says that of all the awards and
plaudits he has received, this is his favorite
because this one comes from his audience.

Dal Sanders has performed on national television a number of times. He has
been the feature entertainer during the Mrs. International Beauty Pageant several
times. Here he developed illusions to produce each of the 50 contestants magically as
they were introduced and the contestants assisted him in magic and illusions
throughout the show. He has also been seen in many industrial films, print
advertisements, television and radio talk
shows. He has also been featured on the
hit television series Dallas and the 20th
Century Fox film Southern Comfort. As if
this was not enough, Dal is also much in
demand as a commercial actor and has
an impressive client list that includes
McDonald’s, Radio Shack, La Especial
Foods, MPACT Card,
Brenner's
Furniture Stores, Chevrolet, Showbiz
Pizza, Muscular Dystrophy Association,
Dubonnet Wines, The Tandy Corporation
and more.
Through raising his own children Sanders has realized even more the
importance of education and discipline for our future generation. He has developed
many educational shows with messages from Safety to Character Development and
from Don’t Be A Bully to “Just Say No” to drugs; from the importance of Reading to
studying Science; and from Ecology to Self-esteem. Not only has Sanders written and
produced these shows, he has taken each of them on the road to test and retest their
effectiveness. These educational subjects are accepted by school age children
because they are presented in a fun
atmosphere by someone who acts as their
peer, not their master. Each year hundreds of
letters from children, teachers, principals,
parents, superintendents have proved the
success of these programs.
Dal
S and er s
devotes great amount of time and shares his
talent
with
the
Muscular
Dystrophy
Association, Ronald McDonald Children’s
Charities, Children’s Medical Centers and for
several years was the national “Magical”
spokesperson for “A Wish With Wings”, a nonprofit organization that gives children with
catastrophic diseases the wish of a lifetime.
Dal’s riveting stage presence, combined
with his timely humor and amazing talent has
won him plaudits everywhere he has
performed. From college stages to night-clubs,
from amusement parks to shopping malls, from sea to shining sea in lavishly beautiful
theaters, Dal Sanders has treated audiences of all ages to imaginative and
entertaining shows that have resulted in his tremendous success.
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Magical Mystery Tour
A Sampling of local illusionists and tricksters
By NANCY MOORE
Staff Writer
ig time magicians such as
Penn & Teller, Siegfried &
Roy and David Copperfield
find mass appeal through television,
touring shows and the Las Vegas
show-biz machine. They’re like
rock stars, attracting crowds of
thousands with their flashy skills
and style.
But there’s more to magic
than all that glitz and glamour.
In Dallas, Street magicians
do it on the sidewalk and in bars for
tips. Local pros do it in corporate
settings such as trade shows and
conventions.
Some are in it for money
and fame, others offer deeper
messages—that magic stimulates
our thoughts and emotions, and
reminds us that things are now
always as they appear.
We surveyed several
Dallas-based magicians to find out
what’s up their sleeves. To begin
with there is Dal Sanders.
Approach: This “general (magic)
practioner” performs a variety of
stage, comedy and close up magic.
He pulls volunteers from the
audience and uses them to create
the illusion of amputation and
levitation. He and his wife Cinde,
are the proprietors of Amazing
Attractions which also books
performances for many other
entertainers.
Typical gig: Corporate bookings,
private parties and performances for
family audiences.
Who would you like to perform
for: My dream is to have a theater

that my troupe and I could call
“home”. It would be a regular
location that audiences could go to
and enjoy a full evening magic
show, in three acts on a real stage.
Who's the greatest of all
magicians?: Without giving in to
the temptation to saying that I am
the greatest of all magicians, I
would have to answer that I think
there are three answers right now.
First of all, David Copperfield has
to be mentioned for the amazing
things he has done both on
television and on the stage. The
largeness of his show is a wonder.
Secondly, I have to mention Lance
Burton. His ability as an artist is
unsurpassed. Finally I have to say
that I love Penn and Teller. Their
irreverent approach to magic (and
show business in general) has
gotten them in trouble with many
magicians over the years, but their
skill, both as artists and performers
is amazing. Penn & Teller are a
couple of guys that not only know
how to do the tricks, but they know
the history of the tricks and they
know why to do the tricks.
Most frequently asked question: I
hear a lot of questions. “How did
David Copperfield make the Statue
of Liberty disappear?” “Do
magicians really hate Penn and
Teller?” “Who is your favorite
magician?” “Is David Blaine
possessed by the devil?” “Did the
masked magician hurt your career?”
My usual answers to these
questions are respectively; Very
well. No. Me. Huh? and No, of
course not. I also get asked how I
first got into magic. Before I was a
magician I was a Rock and Roll
radio disc jockey who was also

making a living doing television
commercials. The station would
send me out on live remotes at
various locations and listeners
would come out to see me. Since
radio is actually a boring job (you
spend your time in a small room
talking to no one but a microphone)
I decided that I needed to do
something to entertain the people
that came to see me. I started to
learn and perform a few magic
effects with coins and cards. This
approach went over very well and
soon I was getting more remotes.
As my business grew so did my
magic. After a couple of years I
realized that the station was having
huge crowds at the remotes and was
making what seemed to be a fortune
from my magic. It was then that I
decided to leave radio and pursue a
career as a magician. My favorite
question however comes after one
of my shows when some kid will
come up to me and grin through the
hole in their smile (where they have
lost their front baby teeth) and ask
how did I make that person float in
the air? Of course I answer by
asking “Can you keep a secret? So
Can I.

Dal Sanders
Corporate Magic
His corporate clients include Sherwin-Williams, Zales,
Hewlett-Packard, Procter & Gamble, American Airlines,
Panasonic, U.S. Sprint, m&m/Mars, Southwest Airlines,
IBM, Avis, County Seat, Southwestern Bell, TU Electric,
McDonald’s, ARCO Refineries, Curtis Mathes, Mercedes
Benz, MCI, Neiman Marcus and more.
Dal Sanders has performed on national television a
number of times. For several years he was the feature
entertainer on the internationally televised Mrs.
International Beauty Pageant. Here he developed
illusions to magically produce more than fifty
contestants as they were introduced and the contestants
assisted him in magic and illusions throughout the
special.
He has also been seen in many industrial films, for a
variety of clients including Radio Shack, m&m/Mars,
McDonald’s, Video Concepts and McDuff’s Electronics,
He has done print advertisements for Dubonnet Wine,
Memorial Care Systems, Mpact Cards, McDonald’s,
Murray Realtors and Dillard’s Department Stores,
Micrografix and Beall’s Department Stores.
Dal Sanders has also appeared on too many television
and radio talk shows to mention here. In 2009 he
appeared on a Comedy Central special He has also been
featured on the hit television series Dallas, Walker, Texas
Ranger and the 20th Century Fox film Southern Comfort.
As if this was not enough, Dal is also much in demand as
a commercial actor and has an impressive client list that
includes McDonald’s, La Especial Foods, Brenner's
Furniture Stores, MPACT Card, Muscular Dystrophy
Association, Dubonnet Wines, The Tandy Corporation
(Radio Shack), Showbiz Pizza, Chevrolet, and more.
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Magic Show at the Gaslight
Has Laughter, Too
By Cathalena E. Burch
Doing magic tricks is only part
of Dal Sanders and his Magic Mania.
There’s music, split second
choreography, side-splitting comedy
and grand-style illusions that will have
you scratching your head, wondering
how they did that.
Sanders and his partners—
Cherie Kay and Brian Nordstrom—
headline It’s Magic at the Gaslight
Theatre, 7010 E. Broadway.
Magic Mania is more like a
variety show than strictly magic.
Leading the charge is Sanders, who
combines amazing illusions with an
impeccable comic timing that infuses
laughter and energy into every show.
Sanders’ first appearance in Tucson
was in 1989 when he wowed local
audiences with his “Pure Magic”. He
returned in 1993 when he headlined
the “Stars of Magic” show.
En t e r K a y, wh o s e
overwhelming personality shines

through as she strolls through the
audience doing sleight of hand.
Last up is Nordstrom, who has
20 years of magic under his cape,
specializing in mystifying sleight of
hand that he does from the stage or
close up.
Combine the three with a
captivating soundtrack and a packed
house of Tucson magic fans and
you’ve got the makings of a show that
has earned kudos wherever it’s played.

WHAT IS THE MEDIA SAYING
"Dazzling! Exciting! Mystifying! Fun!
Tony Helm, Daily Campus, S.M.U.
“Astounding, Clever and a Wonderful Rapport With
Children"
Amy Martin, Dallas Times Herald
"Enjoy a grab bag of Comedy, Magic, Juggling and more"
Dave Ferman, Dallas Morning News
"The Best! This year try an afternoon of Magic!"
Beverly Bundy, Fort Worth Star Telegram
“In a room of magicians there was
only one person that actually
looked like a magician. That person "Dal Sanders' skill as a Magician is matched only by his
incredible rapport with his audience."
was Dal Sanders”
John Andrew Prime, The Shreveport Times
Jeff McBride, Magician, Actor, Author
Las Vegas, Nevada

"Tucson's Crystal Palace Playhouse opened it's doors with
the smoke and the flash of The Pure Magic of Dal Sanders. Sanders wowed them for seven weeks
by cutting lovely assistants in three and four pieces, eating razor blades, and levitating members of
the audience."
Tucson Magazine
“This is a show that features high-tech prestidigitation and other shenanigans of illusion. The energy
in the room is amazing as the audience participates and becomes part of the show. Dal Sanders and
his ensemble have perfected their ability to please the audience with incredible magic, laughter and
fun. The show is genuinely family-friendly and loaded with bold choreography, captivating music and
extraordinary talent.”
Marv Read, The Pueblo Chieftain
“Dal Sanders combines amazing illusions with an impeccable comic timing that infuses laughter and
energy into every show. There‟s music, split second choreography, side-splitting comedy and grandstyle illusions that will have you scratching your head, wondering how he did that.”
Cathalena E. Burch, The Arizona Daily Star
“This „general practioner of magic‟ performs a variety of stage, comedy and close up magic. He pulls
volunteers from the audience and uses them to create the illusion of amputation and levitation...His
dream is to have a theater that he and his troupe could call „home‟. It would be a regular location
that audiences could go to and enjoy a full evening magic show, in three acts on a real stage.”
Nancy Moore, Dallas Morning News

WHAT ARE AUDIENCES SAYING
"You are a true professional who delivers an outstanding quality
show."
Ann Kelsch, Contemporary Group, St Louis, MO
“Thank you for your help on the Tourist Council meeting. We
heard many good comments about your performance. Many said
this was the best yet. Your magic was fantastic and everyone
enjoyed the Jessie James routine.”
Jackie Williams, Creative Productions, Inc. Houston, TX
"That was wonderful, Thank You!"
Darryl Hanna, Actress, Magic Castle, Hollywood, CA
“I certainly enjoyed working with you and thought you did a
wonderful job for us.
“Unbelievable!”
Barbara Lee Cohen, Phil Gershman Enterprises, Inc. Dom DeLouise, Actor, Author, Chef,
Hollywood, CA
Chicago,IL
"Here at Community Entertainment Dal Sanders and his troupe have thrilled our audiences from
Montana to Texas. He is always a crowd pleaser and we look forward to his touring with us in the
new millennium."
Joel Brandes, President, Community Entertainment
Los Angeles, CA
"Many thanks for the terrific work as magician/emcee for the Awards Presentation. I am still
accepting accolades for your work that evening."
Kim Titus, Texas Utilities Services, Dallas, TX
"I appreciate your professionalism in being able to pull off the script and execute wonderful
transitional magic, which made the day flow smoothly."
Pamela Holder, R & B Commercial Management, Dallas, TX
“I want to thank you for the wonderful job you did at our holiday event. Your blend of magic and
comedy along with your dynamic personality kept the attention of everyone. I know I couldn‟t have
done it without you.”
Jackie Madden, Parks and Recreation, The City of Irving, TX
“Your performance was far above what any of us had anticipated. I knew you were good but you
really outdid yourself with your Feel The Magic Show. It was simply outstanding.”
Steve White, Screenplay Productions, Dallas, TX

Dal Sanders And

There are things that start fresh
every spring. Baseball starts a new
season. Farmers plant new crops. The
circus begins a new tour with all new acts.
Kids start planning their summer
vacations and Dal Sanders puts together
a fresh edition of his touring stage show
American Variety (formerly The
American All Star Magical Variety
Show).
With the technology revolution in
full swing, many wonderful acts find
themselves competing with computer
games and television. Since 1983,
various variety entertainers including
mimes, jugglers, clowns,
magicians, musicians,
circus entertainers and
even ventriloquists have
joined forces to give
family
audiences
so m e t h in g
that
is
becoming all too rare. These entertainers,
under the direction of magician / illusionist
Dal Sanders, are one of the last hopes for
families to enjoy a live, interactive, variety
performance.
Dal Sanders and American
Variety is an original, self-contained,
theatrical show that offers solid family
entertainment. Its basic structure is
perfect as a touring show, a fundraiser or
as specialty entertainment for a
convention or company event. Although it

was originally conceived to be performed
in theaters, the troupe has even been
hired to entertain outdoors at fairs,
festivals and even shopping centers.
Generally the shows are 90 minutes, but
they can be adjusted to fit your schedule.
The star of the show is Dal
Sanders, a full-time professional magician
who yearly entertains thousands of
people on television, film and in hundreds
of live shows. He has shared the stage
with comedian Gabe Kaplan, musical
groups Toto, Styx, Spryo Gyra, and
Foghat as well as country and western
artists The Dixie Chicks, Razzy Bailey
and Helen Cornelius. In
addition to this, he has
opened on national tours
with some of the
country's best known
musical groups. They
include The Grassroots,
The Serendipity Singers, The New
Seekers, The New Christi Minstrels and
Gary Lewis and the Playboys.
Not content to merely mystify his
audiences, Dal Sanders is an entertainer
who combines comedy, audience
participation, music, live doves and
rabbits, juggling and elements of clowning
as well as magic throughout his show. He
firmly believes that the audiences of the
new millennium are not content to simply
be amazed—they also want to laugh.

Sanders has also used his magical
expertise by performing for major corporations
at trade shows and conventions. He has
designed and developed product promotions
for major corporations, including American
Airlines, IBM, M&M/Mars, Avis-Rent-A-Car,
N.E.C., Gantos, Radio Shack, Zales,
County Seat, Tandy Corporation and
Panasonic. Sanders even created huge
illusions to introduce
new products for
Procter and Gamble, Curtis Mathes, and
Mercedes Benz. At the Curtis Mathes show
he produced Television sets and VCR‟s from
empty boxes, levitated a sound system and
vanished a vice-president (only to make him
reappear inside a big screen television). For a
finale, he made a 10 foot satellite dish appear
in a cloud of smoke.
If this is not enough, Sanders is also in
much demand as a commercial actor. He has
an impressive client list that
includes, Texas Lottery,
Showbiz Pizza, Vlasic, La
Especial Chili Fixing, Radio
Shack,
Impact
Cards,
McDonald’s Restaurants and
Dubonnet Wines. He was
also for many years, the
national
“magical”
spokesperson for A Wish
With Wings, a non-profit
organization that gives
children with catastrophic

diseases the wish of a lifetime. He has been
seen on many local talk shows, several
segments of P.M. Magazine, the hit television
series DALLAS and in the 20th Century Fox
film SOUTHERN COMFORT.
In addition to the regular cast
members, the show will often include cameo
performances by local variety artists doing
their best routine. This provides an audience
the opportunity to see one of their own
performing with
a working troupe of
professional entertainers.
The forerunner of “American Variety”
came together in 1983 when a Louisiana hotel
asked Dal Sanders to put together something
special for Easter. That audience of over 500
people were treated to a show that included
The Pure Magic of Dal Sanders, ventriloquist/
lovely assistant Debbie Grey, the Juggling
antics of Tony Dropsen and a local mime.
A year later fellow magician Adam
Steinfeld put Sanders, Grey and Dropsen
together with Mime Tony McKnight for a
special show for the Texas Chiropractic
Association‟s annual convention. Shortly after
that Sanders and Steinfeld teamed up again
to produce another show. That show was
MODERN MIRACLES and it again featured
Sanders‟ unique approach to stage magic.
The response was limited, but enthusiastic.
Because the response was so positive,
Sanders felt he had to produce another show
that incorporated more performers and would
attract a larger audience.

He returned
to the concept of
Mimes, Magicians
and
Juggling
Merriment and “The
American All Star
Magical
Variety
Show” was born.
That show featured
the talented juggler
Logan Daffron who
has been with the
show ever since.
Dressed in a
colorful costume, Logan presents an
exciting and fast paced act that includes
juggling objects of all kinds including
balls, clubs, fruit and even dangerous
objects. He also includes comedy, skits,
storytelling, and audience participation.
Logan is more than almost awesome, He
is most definitely inspiring, exciting and
superb.
In
1995
Dwayne
Leinard
joined the troupe.
Dwayne‟s
onstage
specialty
is
fire
eating and comic
relief.
Backstage
Dwayne serves as
stage manager. He
makes sure that all
the props are where
they should be when
they are needed.
Rounding out the regular cast is
Lacey Edmondson who is an actress
and model. Her role in American Variety
is that of the lead magical assistant. She
is the person who gets cut in half,
magically produced from thin air, chained
up, vanished and levitated. She does all
of this with quick costume changes and a
smile on her face.
Boopsie The Clown is also
available by special arrangement.
Boopsie is a friendly female clown who

prior to the show, can greet the kids in the
audience with magic, balloons, face
painting or just a smile. She also helps
out on stage during the performance.
Since the beginning, Sanders has
taken his troupe of variety artists to
theaters, fairs and every other type of
venue imaginable. Even though the acts
change from season to season, the
excitement about this type of show is
always tremendous. “The reason I
decided to take American Variety on the
road,”
says Sanders, “was the
overwhelming response from children and
family groups. We have received
hundreds of letters from these people
encouraging us to continue this
magnificent show.”
The
com b in a t io n
of
t h is
tremendous amount of talent and
excitement will certainly prove to be an
incredible event that you will not want to
miss.
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Actor finds the magic in his job
By Lana Sweeten-Shults
Times Record News
Dal Sanders didn’t rely
on sleight of hand—just on the
illusion of Hollywood—in his
career as an actor.
“I played the smallest
ongoing role in „Dallas‟
history,” said Sanders, a DJturned actor-turned magician
who will be bringing his
American Variety magic show
to the Wichita Theatre and
Opera house at 7:30 tonight. “I
was on as many at 13 times a
season for seven seasons.”
Sanders would deliver
lines like, “Can I get you
anything else?” “More water
Mr. Ewing?” “Is everything
O.K. over here?”
“The unfair thing is that
JR always ended up dating the
waitresses but I never got to date
Linda Gray or Victoria
Principal.”
Sanders has also made
wal k-on appearances on
“Walker, Texas Ranger.”
In the pre-”Dallas”
days Sanders actually started his
career as a rock n’ roll disc
jockey who also made his living
doing television commercials
for such clients as Radio Shack,
McDonald’s the Texas Lottery
and Showbiz Pizza. He learned
magic so he could entertain
people who came out to see him
during live radio remotes.
“I started to learn and
perform a few magic effects
with coins and cards. This

approach went over very well
and soon I was getting more
remotes...After a couple of years
I realized that the station was
having huge crowds at the
remotes and was making what
seemed to be a fortune from my
magic.”

“It was then that I
decided to give up radio and
pursue magic as a full-time
career.” Sanders said and has
since shared the stage with pop
musical groups The Beach
Boys, The Grassroots, Toto,
Styx, Spyro Gyra, Gary Lewis
and The Playboys, Foghat and
Huey Lewis and the News. He
has also worked with many
country stars including Kenny
Rogers, Mark Chestnut and the
Dixie Chicks, as well as with
comedians Gabe Kaplan and
Bill Cosby.
Sanders said he never
specialized in specific magic
tricks, so he learned everything
he could about the art form, and

that variety is the impetus
behind his American Variety
show.
“I didn’t know I was
supposed to specialize. Nobody
told me...so I do a little of
everything, from cards and coins
to major stage illusions. We’ll
be cutting people up and
levitating kids and all kinds of
things.”
Sanders names David
Copperfield, for the “largeness
of his show,” as well as Lance
Burton and the irreverent Penn
and Teller as some of his
favorite magicians.
The American Variety
show which might be better
known to readers by the former
name The American All Star
Magical Variety Show will
feature appearances by other
acts, as well, like Logan The
Juggler and Dwayne Andrew the
comic and fire eater.
“Mostly I do familyfriendly comedy magic,” he
said, and he mixes his
mystifying tricks with comedy,
audience participation, music,
live doves and rabbits, juggling
and clown elements.
The best part of the
career change from DJ to
magician, Sanders added is the
children that come to see him
after the show.
“They grab me around
the knees and proclaim their
unconditional love for me and
my show,” he said.
And that kind of
emotion bears no sleight of hand
either.
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Magic show is slated
Monday at Arts Center
By Marv Read
The Pueblo Chieftain
Now you see it—and now you don't. And if you
want to see it—a magic show that features high-tech
prestidigitation and other shenanigans of illusion—you'd best
hurry and pull six bucks out of a hat and head for the Sangre
de Cristo Arts Center for either of two shows on Monday, at
3 p.m. or 5 p.m.
The production, sponsored here by the Steel City
Kiwanis, is that of the "Dal Sanders’ Magic Mania," during
which audience members are likely to find themselves cut in
half (and no, that doesn't entitle the cuttee to $3 tickets),
levitated with levity or be disappeared, although not in the
manner of certain Central American dictatorships.
The show stars internationally known illusionist Dal
Sanders who is well known for his powerful mystery,
impeccable comedic timing and baffling illusions. Dal
Sanders has been amazing audiences for more than twenty
years on television, in theatres, in night clubs and casinos.
Joining Dal Sanders in this unique magical
presentation is Chérie Kay, a professional variety entertainer
whose magic, combined with her endearing personality will
Dal Sanders: „Look ma, no hands, no wires,
make you smile, laugh and leave you filled with wonder as
no fooling.‟
you ask…”How did she do that?”
Rounding out the cast is Brian Nordstrom who, as a student of pure sleight of hand, has performed in
almost every situation imaginable. From stage, to platform, to intimate close-up magic audiences can’t stop
talking about the way he engages a crowd as he entertains them.
The energy in the room is amazing as the audience participates and becomes part of the show. Dal
Sanders and his ensemble has perfected their ability to please the audience with incredible magic, laughter and
fun. Magic Mania is genuinely family-friendly and loaded with bold choreography, captivating music and
extraordinary talent.
With all that much fun around, it might be said that any of the three magicians might rightly be called a
happy medium.

ARE YOU ON SANTA’S LIST?
No, we’re not talking about Santa’s Gift List. We’re
talking about Santa’s Public Appearance List as he
prepares his national tour with the incredible
show…….

DAL SANDERS PRESENTS…

The Magic
of Santa
There is nothing quite like Christmas to make even the crabbiest
Scrooge believe in magic. And it is going to be magic that brings
Santa Clause to a number of theatres and stages again this year.
Children, along with their parents and grandparents will gather by
the hundreds to get their tickets to see this season’s finest
appearance of that magical old elf.
Helping Santa make his appearance is magician Dal Sanders, who
with his talented cast will produce tiny Christmas trees and
decorations out of thin air to thrill his audience. They will laugh
and cheer as they think they have “figured out” how two of Santa’s
helpers are changing places. A somewhat out of season bunny will
even join in the fun. Finally, Sanders will say the magic words, with
the help of his audience of anxious children, and Santa himself will
materialize from a tiny sleigh.
The Magic of Christmas is another classic in the works of award
winning magician Dal Sanders. This show is going on it’s twentieth
season of entertaining people, both young and old. All of the
magic in the show is based on the holiday season and involves
music, audience participation and fun. The success and
acceptance of this show can not even be put into words as
countless people nationwide have been delighted with the
excitement and holiday spirit this show creates.

